CamNet: Coarse-to-Fine Retrieval for Camera Re-Localization
– Supplementary Material –

This supplementary material provides more comparisons that show our model (CamNet) outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the results for all the testing sequences on the 7-Scenes dataset.

Moreover, the activation of the feature map are visualized as Figure 3, which demonstrate that our model is more robust and mitigates the over-fitting problem. We compute the activated value of the last feature map ($7 \times 7$) for all methods. The results show: (1) The absolute-based pose regression method has a obvious over-fitting problem compared to the relative-based pose regression method. (2) Compared to NN-Net [4] and RelocNet [1], our model focuses on a wider and more accurate area, and mitigates the over-fitting problem. (3) The high activation area of our model is concentrated on static and highly discriminating objects, which means more accurate attention and higher localization accuracy.

**BFMatcher** (Brute-force matcher): For each descriptor of ORB key-point in the first image, Brute-force matcher is used to find the closest matching from the descriptors of the second image. The L2 distance is used as the distance metric. Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of BFmatcher.

![Camera localization results on the 7-Scenes dataset. For each 3D plot, the green lines show the ground truth camera trajectories and the red lines show the camera pose predictions. Sequences (from top to bottom): office-07-fig, office-09-fig, redkitchen-04-fig, stairs-04-fig.](image)
Figure 2: Camera localization results on the 7-Scenes dataset. For each 3D plot, the green lines show the ground truth camera trajectories and the red lines show the camera pose predictions. Sequences (from top to bottom): chess-03-fig, chess-05-fig, fire-03-fig, office-02-fig, office-06-fig, pumpkin-01-fig, pumpkin-07-fig, redkitchen-03-fig, stairs-01-fig.
The activated areas of MapNet [2] are not concentrated on the correct objects for localization (such as the fire extinguisher and warning signs in the first two figures, the computer and chair in the last two figures). Compared to NNNet [4] and RelocNet [1], our model focuses on a wider and more accurate area, means the over-fitting problem is mitigated by our model.
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Figure 4: First 10 matches of BFMatcher.